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The Yallaroo Hereford Stud sale team for 2018 will be led by two outstanding sons of Mawarra 
Aftershock, a sire producing champions in several countries around the world. Yallaroo Mustang 
M14  Born 12/4/16 is out of one of the top cows in the herd, displays outstanding length, growth 

and a temperament second to none. Yallaroo Majestic M3, Born 24/3/16 was used for 12 weeks in 
the Yallaroo breeding programme and came out weighing 802 kg at just over 18 months old.
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Again the team will present two Poll Hereford bulls that are great representatives of the breed. 
Yallaroo Moondyne M2 Born 23/3/16  is sired by Days Calibre G74, ( Poll ) the sire of the top 

price of $14,000 in last year’s team. Days Calibre sold for $90,000.  Moondyne has all the 
attributes of the Calibre sons of excellent muscle, thickness and hooded eyes. Miracle M12 
Born 1/4/16 is by Mawarra  Mustang (Poll )  A  sire making his mark on the world with semen 
sales to many countries. Combining length, depth and outstanding growth for age, Miracle 

has potential to be a real impact bull in the industry.
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Yallaroo Marshall M35  and Maverick M37  are both sired by  home bred Yallaroo King K5, a sire 
sold at the 2016 Brunswick Supreme sale for $15,000 and bought by the Lotus Hereford Stud 
NSW. Both are thick deep bulls with terrific muscle, are bulls ideally suited to the beef industry 
needs. At 15 months old, Marshall weighed 790kg, terrific daily weight gain for a paddock run 

bull. Both bulls have terrific docility and great breeding females in their back ground
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While a little younger, Yallaroo Mason M19 Born 29/4/16,  lacks nothing in displaying thickness 
and easy fleshing ability, with the renowned Hereford easy doing nature. By the home bred sire, 

Yallaroo Harvey H46

A safe bull producing both bull and heifer progeny suitable for the industry. Yallaroo Miller M36  
spent 12 weeks covering the yearling heifers on Yallaroo in 2017. Born on 7/6/16 Miller has 
continued to grow and is ideal for heifer mating with well laid in shoulders and head shape.
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